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2 Claims. (Cl. 2y46—34) 

My invention relates to railway tra?ic control appara 
tus and particularly to circuit arrangements for control 
ling railway signals. ‘ 
The presence of trains or vehicles in a stretch of rail 

way track is usually detected by dividing the rails of 
the stretch into insulated sections, and by providing 
each section with a track circuit comprising a source of 
energy connected to the rails at one end of the section 
and a track relay connected to the rails at the other 
end of the section. The energy supplied to the track 
circuit may be either direct current or alternating cur 
rent and it may be coded or steady. When coded energy 
is employed, codes of varying code rates are usually 
supplied to the track circuit to control the track relay 
and associated code detecting apparatus so that the asso 
ciated signal will display diiferent signal aspects, thus 
supplying information of traf?c conditions in advance of 
the signal to oncoming trains and vehicles. 
The usual practice when employing coded energy is 

to supply 180 code to control the apparatus so that the 
associated signal will display a green or clear aspect, 120 
code to cause the signal to display a yellow over green 
or approach medium aspect to thereby inform oncoming 
tra?ic that the stretch is clear for two track sections in 
advance of the signal, and 75 code to cause the signal 
to display a yellow or approach aspect, which informs 
oncoming traffic that the stretch is clear for one section 
in advance of the signal. When steady energy or no 
energy is supplied to the track relay, the associated signal 
will display its red or stop aspect which will inform 
oncoming tral'lic that the train or vehicle should be 
brought to a stop at the signal location because the sec 
tion immediately in advance of the signal is occupied by 
another train or vehicle. 

In the past, tuned circuits have been used to detect 
coded energy and to supply energy to an associated de 
coding relay, only at one particular code rate to thereby 
cause that relay to establish a circuit for energizing the 
signal to display the proper signal aspect. These tuned 
circuits are usually of the type which will pass energy 
coded at a particular code rate or at a code rate higher 
than the code rate for which they are tuned. Thus, in 
a signal circuit which employs three code rates, it can 
be assumed that on the transmission of the highest code 
rate, the decoding relays for the two lower code rates, 
as well as the decoding relay for the highest code rate, 
will be energized. In addition, it can also be assumed 
that the decoding relays associated with a particular code 
rate will not pick up when energy coded at a lower code 
rate is being transmitted. By associating the highest 
code rate with the least restrictive signal aspect and so 
on, the possibility of a less restrictive aspect being dis 
played upon transmission of a code rate associated with 
a more restrictive signal aspect can be eliminated. The 
associated signal control circuits have, in the past, been 
arranged to operate according to these considerations. 

Recently, however, a novel‘ decoding device has been 
invented which employs a mechanically resonant system 
rather than electrically tuned circuits. With a mechani 
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cally resonant system being employed, sharper tuning 
can be effected thereby assuring that one and only one 
decoding device will respond to a code of a given code 
rate. This novel mechanically resonant system is de 
scribed in my copending application for Letters Patent 
of the United States, Serial No. 210,358, ?led on Febru 
ary 10, 1951, for Code Following Relay With Frequency 
Decoding Contacts, now Patent Number 2,730,592, dated 
January ‘10, 1956. ‘ 
However, when the mechanically resonant decoding 

units are employed, they are subject to false response 
due to mechanical vibration, for example, which may 
cause a decoding relay associated with a less restrictive 
aspect to close its contacts at the same time that coded 
energy is being transmitted to energize a decoding relay 
associated with a more restrictive aspect. It is neces 
sar'y, therefore, in order to provide a system which will 
give maximum protection, to arrange the circuitry so that 
upon more than one decoding relay closing its contacts, 
the most. restrictive signal aspect associated with those 
relays will be displayed. 

_ With a sharp mechanically resonant system being em 
ployed, it is desirable to provide signal control circuits 
which will check to ascertain whether the decoding relays 
which should not be responding to a particular code rate 
are falselyiresponding due to mechanical vibrations, code 
scrambling or for some other reason,‘ to thereby prevent 
the establishing of circuits which will cause'the associated 
signal to display an aspect less restrictive than the signal 
aspect which would be proper under the‘tra?ic condition. 

1 Accordingly,‘ it is an object of my invention to pro 
vide railway traf?c control apparatus in which false 
operation of decoding relays may be checked. ' 

'Another'object of my invention is to provide railway 
tra?ic control apparatus in which if two decoding relays 
operate simultaneously, the more restictive of the two 
associated signal aspects will be. displayed by the asso 
ciated signal. ' 

A further object of my invention is to provide rail 
way traf?c control apparatus in which if two decoding 
relays operate ‘simultaneously, a normally deenergized 
special warning signal will become energized to thereby 
warn’ approaching traf?c that the apparatus is not func 
tioning properly. 
'According to my invention, I supply at one end of a 

track section energy coded at different code rates in ac 
cordance with tra?ic conditions. A code following track 
relay at the other end of the ‘section will operate at the 
code rate of the energy being supplied to the track sec 
tion. With the track relay ‘operating energy will be 
supplied to sets of mechanically resonant contacts each 
of which is tuned to operate at one and only one of 
the code rates. When a set ,of resonant contacts oper 
ates, an associated code‘ detecting relay will become 
energized. The code detecting relays control a signal 
which will display a ?rst aspect when one code detecting 
relay is energized and a second aspect when a second 
code detecting relay is energized. The signal control 
circuits, however, are so arranged that in the event that 
both code detecting relays become energized, a signal 
aspect more restrictive than the ?rst aspect will be dis 
played. In this manner it will be certain that if one 
of the code detecting relays becomes energized when it 
normally should be deenergized, a signal aspect less re 
strictive than the proper signal aspect will not be dis 
played. 7 

Other objects of my invention will become clear here 
inafter as the characteristic features of construction and 
mode of operation to my novel railway trat?c control 
apparatus are disclosed‘ in detail. " ' 

vIn the accompanying ‘drawings, 
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Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view ‘of railway tra?ic con 
trol apparatus embodying my invention associated with 
a four aspect color light signal. 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of railway trat?c con 
trol apparatus embodying my invention associated with 
a three aspect‘search light signal. 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic view of railway traf?c con 
trol apparatus embodying my invention incorporating 
a special warning signal. _ 

Similar reference characters refer to similar parts in 
each of the several views. 

Referring now to Fig. 1, a stretch of railway track 
made up of the track rails 1 and 2 is divided by insulated 
joints 3 to provide an insulated track section 1T. Trat‘n‘c 
will normally move over this stretch in the direction in 
dicated by the arrow. At the exit end of section IT, 
a plurality of conventionally designed coders 75CT, 
120CT and 180CT, which operate at code rates of 75, 
120 and 180 per minute, respectively, will code the 
energy supplied by a track battery TB to the track sec 
tion 1T. It should be pointed out that this novel sys 
tem may be employed in conjunction with a coded alter 
nating current system as well as a coded direct current 
system and accordingly, my invention is‘ not limited to a 
coded direct current system. In actual practice, the 
code rate which is supplied to the rails of the section is 
automatically controlled in accordance with tra?ic con— 
ditions in advance by suitable relay controlled selecting 
circuits. One suitable arrangement of such circuits is 
shown for example in Letters Patent of the United States 
No. 2,154,265, granted to Charles W. Failor on April 
11, 1939, for Railway Tra?ic Controlling Apparatus. 
Since these circuits form no part of my present inven 
tion, in order to simplify the disclosure I have here 
shown the means for selecting the code rate as a contact 
K movable to these positions designated 75, 120 and 180, 
respectively, it being obvious that when this contact oc 
cupies any one of these positions code at the rate corre 
sponding to its designated position will be supplied to 
the rails of the section 1T from an associated battery 
TB over contact a of the corresponding coders 75CT, 
120CT or 180CT, as the case may be. 
At the entrance end of section IT is a code following 

track relay TR which is connected across rails 1 and 2 
and which responds to energy supplied from the exit 
end of the stretch by track battery TB over a contact 
of one of the several coders. Track relay TR will op~ 
crate its contact a at the code rate of the energy being 
supplied to it and it, in turn, supplies coded energy to 
the mechanically resonant sets of contacts herein shown 
embodied in three distinct resonant relays 180RR, 
120RR, and 75RR, which relays are responsive only to 
codes of 180, 120, and ‘75 code‘ rates, respectively. It 
should be clear that the three sets of mechanically res~ 
onant contacts can be incorporated in one resonant relay 
which will be selectively responsive to the various code 
rates in a manner substantially identical to that shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Controlled by the resonant relays are three decoding 
relays 180DR, 120DR and 75DR, each of which be 
comes energized when the contacts of its associated res 
onant relay operate. A signal 18 which is located at the 
entrance end of section IT is controlled by the three 
decoding relays. The energy for the operation of all 
the apparatus other than that supplied by track battery 
TB is supplied by a battery LB which has a positive ter 
minal B and a negative terminal N. 

p The apparatus is shown in Fig. l in the condition it 
assumes when the stretch is clear and contact K is in its 
180 position. Energy will be supplied from track bat 
tery TB to track relay TR over front contact a of coder' 
180CT and, accordingly, track relay TR will be operat 
ing at a 180 code rate. Accordingly, front contact a 
of track relay TR will be opening and closing 180 times 
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4 
per minute and energy will thereby be supplied to res 
onant relays 75RR, 120RR and 180RR at a 180 code 
rate over obvious circuits. With the contacts of the res 
onant relays being mechanically resonant at selected fre 
quencies, as has already been explained, the contacts of 
relay 180RR will operate to open and close 180 times per 
minute and the contacts of relays 120RR and 75RR will 
be inactive, thereby causing their back contacts a to be 
continuously closed and their front contacts a to be con 
tinuously open. 

Each time back contact a of relay 180RR is closed, 
energy will be supplied to a capacitor C over a circuit 
which may be traced from positive terminal B of battery 
LB, over back contact a of relay 180RR, back contact a 
of relay EZGRR, back contact a of relay 75RR, a resistor 
and capacitor C to negative terminal N of battery LB. 

Each time relay 180RR opens its back contact a and 
closes its front contact a, it will open the energizing cir~ 
cuit for capacitor C and will close a discharge circuit for 
capacitor C which may be traced from the right»hand ter 
minal of capacitor C, through resistor Z, over back con~ 
tact a of relay 75RR, back contact a of relay 120RR, 
front contact a of relay 180RR, and the winding of relay 
ISGDR to negative terminal N of battery LB which ter 
minal is also connected to the left-hand terminal of ca 
pacitor C. Relay 180DR will, in this manner, be ener~ 
gized 180 times per minutes. Relay 180DR is provided 
with a slow release characteristic which will enable that 
relay to remain picked up during the time the supply of 
energy to its winding is cut off between successive dis 
charges of capacitor C and, accordingly, as long as 180 
code is being supplied to track relay TR, relay 180DR 
will be picked up. At this time, relays 120RR and 
7SRR will be inactive and their back contacts will be 
closed. Therefore, no energy will be supplied to de 
coding relays 75DR and 120DR, and these relays will be 
released. 

With the apparatus in this condition, energy will be 
supplied to the green lamp G of signal 18 over a circuit 
which may be traced from positive terminal B of battery 
LB, over back contact a of relay 75DR, back contact a 
of relay IZGDR, front contact a of relay 180DR, and 
the green lamp G of signal 18 to negative terminal N 
of battery LB. Accordingly, signal 1S will display its 
proceed aspect and traffic will be permitted to travel 
over the section at maximum permissive speed. 
When a train or vehicle enters setcion 1T, any energy 

being supplied from the exit end of the section will be 
shunted by the wheels and axles of the train or vehicle 
and, accordingly, track relay TR will release, thereby 
opening and keeping open all the energizing circuits for 
the resonant relays. Therefore, the contacts of resonant 
relays 75RR, 120RR will remain inactive and the con 
tacts of relay 180RR will become inactive. Accordingly, 
the back contacts a of the resonant relays will all be closed 
and the front contacts will all be open. With the con 
tacts of the resonant relays in this condition, capacitor 
C will be charged over its previously traced charging 
circuit but no discharge path will be provided. There 
fore, relay 180 DR will release and relays 120DR and 
75DR will remain released. With the decoding relays 
all released, a circuit will be established for energizing 
the red lamp R of signal 18, which circuit may be traced 
from positive terminal B of battery LB, over back con 
tact a of relay 75DR, back contact a of relay 120DR, back 
contact a of relay 180DR, and the red lamp R of signal 
18 to negative terminal N of battery LB. Accordingly, 
signal 18 will display its stop aspect and traffic will be 
required to stop at the signal. 
Upon the‘train vacating section IT and entering the 

section immediately‘ in advance of section 1T, contact K 
will be moved to its 75 position and, accordingly, energy 
will be supplied from track battery TB to section 1T over 
front contact a of coder 75CT which is operating at a 75 
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code'rate. Therefore, track relay TR will commence 
operating at the 75 code rate. Accordingly, the contacts 
of' relays 180RR and 120RR will remain inactive and 
their back contacts a will remain closed. The contacts 
of relay 75RR, however, will commence operating at the 
7'5.\code rate. Therefore, each time back contact a of 
relay 75RR is closed capacitor C will become charged 
over its previously traced charging circuit and upon relay 
75RR closing its front contact a, capacitor C will dis 
charge through a circuit which may be traced from the 
right-hand terminal of capacitor C, through resistor Z, 
front contact a of relay 75RR, and the winding of relay 
7'5DR to negative terminal N of battery LB, which is con 
nected to the left-hand terminal of capacitor C. Accord 
ingly, relay 75DR will be energized 75 times per minute, 
and relay 75DR is, provided with a su?iciently slow- re 
lease characteristic to remain picked up during the time 
its energizing circuit is openbetween successive energiza 
tions. With the decoding relays in the condition de 
scribed, a circuit will be established for energizing yellow 
lamp Y of signal 18 which circuit may be traced from 
positive terminal B of battery LB, over front contact a 
of relay 75RR, and the yellow lamp Y of signal 18 to 
negative terminal N of battery LB. Accordingly, signal 
18 will display its approach aspect and tra?ic will be re-_ 
quired to move past the signal at medium speed or less so 
that itv can stop at the next signal if necessary. 
Upon the train vacating the section immediately in 

advance of section IT and occupying the section two sec~ 
tions in advance of section 1T, contact K will be moved 
to its 120 position and 120 code will be supplied to sec 
tion 1T from track battery TB over front contact a of 
coder 120CT which is operating at a 120 code rate. 
Accordingly, track relay TR will commence, operating at 
the 120 code rate, the contacts of relay-75RR will become 
inactive, the contacts of relay 180RR will remain inactive, 
and-the contacts of relay 120RR will. commence Operating 
at the 120 code rate. Accordingly, each time back con 
tact a of relay 120RR is closed, energy will be supplied 
to capacitor C over its previously traced charging. circuit 
and each time relay IZORR closes. its front contact, 
capacitor C will discharge through a circuit which may 
be; traced from the right-hand terminal of capacitor C, 
through resistor Z, over back contact a of relay 75RR, 
frontcontact a of relay 120RR, and the winding of relay 
120DR to negative terminal N of battery LB, which is 
connected to the left-handterminal of capacitor C. Ac 
cordingly, relay 120DR will be energized 120 times per 
minute and with relay 120DR provided with a slow re 
lease characteristic to maintain it picked up during the 
time its energizing circuit is open, relay 120DR will re 
main picked up as long as 120 code is being supplied to 
relay TR. With no energy being supplied to relays 75DR 
and 180DR,_they will, at this time, be released. 
With the decoding relays in the condition described, 

a circuit will be established for energizing the lamp Y/ G 
of signal 15, which circuit may be traced from positive 
terminal B of battery LB, over back contact a of relay 
75DR, front contact a of relay 120DR, and the lamp 
Y/ G of signal 18 to negative terminal N of battery LB. 
Accordingly, signal 18 will display its approach medium 
aspect thereby requiring tra?ic to approach the next signal 
at medium speed. 
When the train vacates the section two sections in ad 

vance of section IT and occupies the section three sec 
tions in advance of section 1T, contact K will be moved 
to its 180 position and 180 code Will be supplied to sec 
tion 1T. Accordingly, relay TR will commence operat 
ing at the 180 code rate, the contacts of relay 180RR'will 
commence operating at the 180 code rate, the contacts of 
relay 120RR will become inactive and the contacts of 
relay 75RR will remain inactive. Therefore, relay 
180DRwil1 pick up, relay 120DRwill release and relay 
75DR will remain released. With therdecoding relays in 
this condition energy will once more be supplied to the 
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' 6 
green lamp G of signal 18 over its previously traced ener-v 
gizing circuit. In this manner the apparatus will be re 
stored to its normal condition in which signal 18 will dis 
play its proceed aspect. , 
Now let ,it be assumed that due to external mechanical 

vibrations or due to code scrambling or for some other 
reason, the contacts of relays 180RR and 120RR both 
commence operating. If this condition were to arise 
relays I80DR and 120DR would both pick up. Relay 
75DR however would be released. With the decoding 
relays in this condition, an energizing circuit will be estab 
lished for energizing the lamp Y/G of signal 18 which 
circuit may be traced from positive terminal B of bat 
tery LB over back contact a of relay 75DR, front con 
tact a of relay 120DR, and the lamp Y/G of signal Is 
to negative terminal N of battery LB. It will be seen 
that no energy will be supplied to lamp G of signal 18 
since the energizing circuit for that lamp will be open 
at back contact a of relay‘120DR. Accordingly, the 
more restrictive aspect will be displayed when decoding 
relays 1'80DR and 120DR- are both picked up and, there 
fore, the signal will display its more restrictive aspect 
which is on thetsafe side. 

In the event that relays 120DR and 75DR are simul 
taneously energized due to some faulty condition, it will 
be seen that lampv Y of signal IS will be energized over 
the previously traced energizing circuit for this lamp. 
Lamp. Y/G will not be energized due to the fact that 
its previously traced‘ energizing circuit will be open at 
back contact a of relay 75DR. Accordingly, signal 18 
will again‘display its more restrictive aspect which is on 
the safe side. 

In the event that relays 180DR and 75DR are simul 
taneously energized, theyellow lamp Y of signal 18 will 
beenergized over its previously traced energizing circuit 
andgreen lamp G of signal 18 will remain deenergized 
due to the fact that its previously traced energizing cir 
cuit will be open at back‘ contact a of relay 75DR. Again 
signal 1S.will display its more restrictive signal aspect 
and accordingly the system will be on the safe side. 
It will be clear therefore that Whenever any two reso 
nant relays operate simultaneously, the apparatus will 
operate on the safe side. 

It will be. obvious that should all‘three resonant relays 
operate simultaneously, only the yellow aspect will be 
displayed. 

Referring now to Fig. 2, a three aspect signal 18 is 
shown which signal is of the well known searchli'ght type. 
Such a signal has a driving mechanism M which operates 
a spectacle arm D to any one of three positions depend 
ing upon whether or not the mechanism is energized and 
upon the polarity of the energization if the mechanism‘ 
is energized. For the purpose-of this description, it will 
su?ice to say that when current flows through the mecha 
nism from top to bottom, as viewed in Fig. 2, thespectacle 
arm D will be moved/to its green position, as shown, 
Where light from the lamp L, which is continuously 
energized, will shine through the green ?lter G, thereby 
causing signal 18 to display its proceed aspect; when 
current ?ows from the bottom terminal to the top termi— 
nal of mechanism M, the spectacle arm will move to the 
position inwhich a yellow or approach aspect will be 
displayed; and when the mechanism is deenergized, the 
spectacle arm will occupy the central position and a red 
or stop aspect will be displayed. If a more detailed de 
scription of a Searchlight signal of the type described, is 
desired, reference may be had to United States Patent 
No. 2,133,603, granted to Wesley B. Wells on October 
18, 1938, for Light Signals. 
Because the system shown in Fig. 2 uses a three aspect 

signal, only two coders are required and they are here 
shown as coder 180CT and coder 75CT. Coder 180CT 
is employed to supply 180 code to section 1T which code 
will actuate apparatus in order to indicate that the stretch 
of railway track'is clear, and coder 75CT is employed to. 
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code energy supplied from battery TB tosection ‘IT at a 
75 code rate, thereby actuating the apparatus‘ to show 
that the section in advance of section IT is occupied. 
Accordingly, only resonant relays 180RR and 75RR will 
be employed and associated with them will be decoding 
relays 180DR and 75DR, respectively. 
The apparatus is shown in Fig. 2 in the condition it 

assumes when the stretch is vacant. Contact K will be 
in its 180 position and energy will be coded at a 180 code 
rate. Therefore, track relay TR will be operating at a 
180 code rate, the contacts of resonant relay 180RR 
will be operating at a’180 code rate and the contacts 
of relay 75RR will be inactive. Therefore, capacitor C 
will be charged 180 times per minute over a circuit which 
may be traced from positive terminal B of battery LB, 
over back contact a of relay 180RR, back contact a 
of relay 75RR, a resistor Z, and capacitor C to negative 
terminal Nyof battery LB.‘ When the front contact of 
relay 180RR is closed, capacitor C will discharge through 
a circuit which may be traced from the right-hand 
terminal of capacitor C, resistor Z, back contact a of 
relay 75RR, front contact a of relay 180RR, and the 
winding of relay 180DR to negative terminal N of battery 
LB which is connected to the left-hand terminal of ca 
pacitor C. Therefore, relay 180DR will be energized 180 
times per minute and with relay 180DR provided with a 
slow release characteristic, as long as 180 code is sup 
plied to section 1T, relay,180DR will remain picked up. 
With relay 75RR inactive relay 75DR will be released. 

With the'decoding relays in the condition described, 
a circuit will be established for energizing mechanism M 
of signal 18 so that current will ?ow from its upper 
terminal to its lower terminal, which circuit may be 
traced from positive terminal B of battery LB, over 
back contact a of relay 75DR, front contact a of relay 
180DR, mechanism M of signal 18 from top to bottom, 
front contact 12 of relay 180DR, and back contact b 
of relay 75DR to negative terminal N of battery LB. 
Therefore, spectacle arm D will be moved to its green 
position in which the light from the continuously lighted 
lamp L will shine through green lens G and signal 18 
will thereby display its green or proceed aspect. 
When a train moves into section 1T, the wheels and 

axles of the train will shunt any energy being supplied 
by track battery TB and, accordingly, relay TR will 
release. Therefore, no energy will be supplied to the 
resonant relays and the contacts of relay 180RR will 
become inactive and the contacts of relay 75RR will 
remain inactive. Accordingly, the charging circuit for 
capacitor C will be established and capacitor C will 
charge up to the terminal voltage of battery LB, but no 
circuit will be established for discharging capacitor C. 
Accordingly, relay 75DR will remain released and relay 
180DR will release. With the decoding relays in the 
condition described, it will be seen that no energy will be 
supplied to mechanism M of signal 18 and, accordingly, 
the spectacle arm D of signal 18 will move to the posi 
tion in which signal 18 will display its red or stop 
aspect. 
When the train vacates section IT and occupies the 

section immediately in advance of section 1T, contact 
K will be moved to its 75 position in which 75 code 
energy will be supplied to section 1T. Relay 1TR will 
commence operating at a 75 code rate. Therefore, res 
onant relay 75RR will commence operating its contact 
at a 75 code rate and the contacts of relay 180RR will 
remain inactive. Therefore capacitor C will be charged 
75 times per minute over its previously traced charging 
circuit and capacitor C will discharge 75 times per minute 
through a circuit which may be traced from the right 
hand terminal of capacitor C, through resistor Z, front 
contact a of relay 75RR, and the winding of relay 75DR 
to negative terminal N of battery LB which is connected 
to the left-hand terminal of capacitor C. Therefore, 
relay 75DR will be energized 75 times per minute and 
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8 
with relay 75DR provided with a slow release charac 
teristic, relay 75DR will remain picked up during the 
time its energizing circuit is open. Accordingly, as long 
as 75 code is being supplied to section 1T, relay. 75DR‘ 
will remain picked up. At this time, of. course, relay 
ISODR will remain released. Therefore, energy will be,‘ 
supplied to mechanism M of signal 13 in such a manner‘ 
that current will ?ow through the mechanism from its 
bottom terminal to its top terminal. The energizing cir 
cuit for signal 18 may be traced. from positive terminal 
B of battery LB, over front contact a' of relay 75DR,' 
through mechanism M from bottom to top, and front 
contact b of relay 75DR to negative terminal N of battery 
LB. Accordingly, mechanism M will move spectacle arm 
D to its yellow“ position in which the signal 18 ‘will 
display its yellow or approach aspect. 
When the train vacates the section in advance of sec 

tion IT and occupies the section two sections in advance 
of section 1T, contact K will be moved to its 180 position, 
180 code will be supplied to section IT and the apparatus 
will commence operating in the manner already described 
in which signal 18 will display its green or proceed aspect. 
Now let it be supposed that for some reason the contacts 

of resonant relays 180RR and 75RR commence operating 
simultaneously. Under such a condition, relays 75DR 
and 180DR will both pick up and, accordingly, energy 
will be supplied to mechanism M of signal 18 in its reverse 
or bottom to top direction over the previously traced 
energizing circuit which is closed when relay 75DR alone 
is energized. The fact that relay 180DR is picked up will 
have no effect on the apparatus since the normal or posi 
tive energizing circuit for mechanism M of signal 18 will 
be open at back contacts a and b of relay 75DR and, ac 
cordingly,,with both decoding relays picked up, signal 18 
will display its yellow aspect. Therefore the more restric 
tive aspect will be displayed by signal 18 when there is 
false operation of a decoding relay and, accordingly, the 
system operates in a safe manner. ‘ 
As shown in Fig. 3, the third embodiment of my in 

vention appears in its normal condition in which 180 code 
is being supplied to the track section IT by a circuit which 
is obvious from inspection and which includes front con 
tact a of coder 180CT. Accordingly, relay TR will be 
operating at a 180 code rate and supplying energy to reso 
nant relays 180RR, 120RR and 75RR at the 180 code rate. 
Therefore, the contacts of relay 180RR will be operating 
at the 180 code rate and the contacts of relays 120RR and 
75RR will be inactive. When back contact a of relay 
180RR is closed, energy will be supplied to capacitor C 
over a circuit which may be traced from positive ter» 
minal B of battery LB, over back contact a of relay 
180RR, back contact a of relay 120RR, back contact a 
of relay 75RR, resistor Z and capacitor C to negative ter 
minal N of battery LB. When front contact a of relay 
180RR is closed, the energy stored by capacitor C dur 
ing the charging cycle will be discharged through the wind 
ing of relay 180DR to thereby energize that relay over a 
circuit which may be traced from the right-hand terminal 
of capacitor C, through resistor Z, back contact a of relay 
75RR, back contact of relay 120RR, front contact a of 
relay 180RR, and the winding of relay 180DR to nega 
tive terminal N of battery LB, which is connected to the 
left~hand terminal of capacitor C. Accordingly, relay 
180DR will be energized 180 times per minute. Relay 
180DR is provided with a suf?cicntly slow release char 
acteristic to keep it picked up during the time its energizing 
circuit is open, and, accordingly, as long as 180 code is 
being supplied to section 1T, relay 180DR will be picked 
up. At this time, relays 120DR and 75DR will be re 
leased. Therefore, green lamp G of signal 15 will be 
energized by a circuit which may be traced from positive 
terminal B of battery LB, over front contact a of relay 
180RR is closed, the energy stored by capacitor C dur 
of relay 75DR and the green lamp G of signal 15 to nega~ 
tive terminal N of battery LB. 



When a train or vehicle occupies ssection 121", :no ‘energy “ 
will-be supplied to relay TR and, accordingly, relay ,TR 
will release. Therefore, zthe contaotsof relay-180R-R will 
become inactive and the contacts tofrelays i1-Z0R1R and 
7.5RR will remain inactive. Capacitor ».C will be charged 
over its previously traced ichargingcircuit but when it 
becomes charged up to thekterminal voltage ,of battery 
LB, no current will ?ow in the .chargingicincuit. With 
the contacts of all the resonant relays'inactive, no dis 
charge circuit will be established for capacitor C and, 
therefore, relays 180DR, IZODR rand 75DR will at this 
time all vbe released. Accordingly, .;a circuit ‘will be estab 
lished for energizing the redlampR .of signal IS‘which 
circuit may be tracedfrom zpositive terminal B.of battery 
LB, over back contact a of relay 18,0DR, :back contact b 
of relay 120DR, backcontact c of relay 75DR, and the 
red lamp R of signal 18 to negatiye'terrninal» N of ‘bat; 
tery LB. 
When the trainor'vehicle vvacates section IT and occu 

pics the section immediately in advance of.section 1T, con 
tact K will be moved to its 75 position in which 75 code 
energy will be supplied to section ‘1T over front contact a 
of coder 75CT. - Accordingly, ‘relay TR will operate at a 
75 code rate. Therefore, the ‘contacts of relays 180’RR and 
120RR will remain inactive and the contacts of relay 
75RR will commence operating at a 75 code rate. Ac 
cordingly, capacitor C will be charged 75 times each 
minute over its previously traced charging circuit and will 
discharge 75 times each minute over a circuit which may 
be traced from the right-hand terminal of capacitor C, 
through resistor Z, front contact a of relay 75RR, and the 
winding of relay 75DR to negative terminal N of battery 
LB which is connected to the left-hand terminal of capaci 
tor C. Therefore, relay 75DR will be energized 75 times 
each minute and with relay 75DR provided with a slow 
release characteristic, it will remain picked up during the 
time that its energizing circuit is open. Therefore, relay 
75DR will be picked up as long as 75 code energyis being 
supplied to section 1T. At this time, of course, relays 
120DR and 180DR will remain released. Therefore, a 
circuit will be established for energizing the yellow lamp Y 
of signal 18 which circuit may be traced from positive ter 
minal B of battery LB, over back contact a of relay 
180DR, back contact b of relay 120DR, front contact c 
of relay 75DR, and the yellow lamp Y of signal 15 to 
negative terminal N of battery LB. ~ 
When the train or vehicle vacates the section immedi 

ately in advance of section 1T and occupies the section 
two sections in advance of section 1T, contact K will be 
moved to its 120 position and, accordingly, 120 code 
energy will be supplied to section 1T from track battery 
TB over front contact a of relay 120CT. Therefore, track 
relay TR will commence operating at the 120 code rate, 
the contacts of relay 75RR will become inactive and the 
contacts of relay 120RR will commence operating at the 
120 code rate. The contacts of relay 180RR will remain 
inactive. Therefore, energy will be supplied to capacitor 
C 120 times per minute over its previously traced charging 
circuit and capacitor C will discharge 120 times per minute 
through a circuit which may be traced from the right 
hand terminal of capacitor C, through resistor Z, back 
contact a of relay 75RR, front contact a of relay 120RR, 
and the winding of relay 120DR to negative terminal N 
of battery LB which is connected to the left-hand terminal 
of capacitor C. In this manner relay 120DR will be 
energized 120 times per minute and with relay 120DR 
provided with a slow release characteristic, it will remain 
picked up as long as 120 code energy is supplied to sec 
tion 1T. At this time, relays 75DR and 180DR will be 
released. With the decoding relays in the condition de 
scribed, energy will be supplied to signal 18 in such a 
manner that it will display its Y/ G or approach medium 
aspect. The energizing circuit for the signal may be 
traced from positive terminal B of battery LB, over back 
contact a of relay 180DR, front contact b of relay 120DR, 
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back contact béof relay ‘75DR,:and ramp Y:/G :o‘f=signal lg 
to negative terminal .N of {battery LB. 
When the train vacates the :section .two sectio'nsin :ad 

Vance .of section IT and {occupies the section three sec 
tions inadvance of .section 1T, contact K ‘will be .moved 
to its 180 position and the contacts of relay 180RR will 
commence operating and :the contacts of relay .120RR will 
become inactive. The contacts of .relayt75RR :will ‘re 
mainlinactive. ‘ Therefore, relay 180DR will pick up, relay’ 
120DR will release and relay 75DR. will remain‘ releasedr 
With the decoding relays in the described condition the 
greenlamp G ofrsignal 15 will again abe’ener‘gized and‘ 
the system will be restored ‘to its normal condition. 

Let .it now be supposed that due' to ‘vibration or ‘code 
scrambling or for some'otherreason, the contacts of relays 
180RR and 120RR lboth commence operating. With the 
contacts of these ‘two resonant relays operating, decoding 
relays 180DR and .120DR will both pick up while relay 
75DR will be released. Accordingly, a circuit will be 
established for energizing the red lamp -R of (signal 18 
through .a suitable ?asher device P, which circuit may be 
traced from positive terminal B of batteryyLB, over front 
contact a of relay ~180DR, front contact a of relay 120DR, 
?asher device F, and red lamp R of signal 18 to negative 
terminal N of the battery LB. It will be seen that with 
180DR and 120DR picked up the green lamp G of signal 
18 will not be energized nor will the yellow over green 
signal of the lamp of 18 be energized. In this manner, 
a ?ashing red aspect will be displayed by signal 18 in 
order to indicate to approaching traffic that there is 
something faulty in the apparatus. In the event that 
relays 120DR and 75DR are both picked up, a second 
circuit will be established for energizing signal 13 to dis 
play its ?ashing red aspect which circuit may be traced 
from positive terminal B of battery LB, over back con 
tact a of relay ISBDR, front contact b of relay 120DR, 
front contact b of relay 75DR, ?asher device F, and the 
red lamp R of signal 18 to negative terminal N of 
battery LB. Furthermore, if relays IStlDR and 75DR 
were for some reason simultaneously picked up, a third 
circuit will be established for causing signal 15 to display 
its ?ashing red aspect which circuit may be traced from 
positive terminal B of battery LB, over front contact a: 
of relay 180DR, back contact a of relay 120DR, front con- 
tact a of relay 75DR, ?asher device F, and red lamp R 
of signal 18 to negative terminal N of battery LB, 
Furthermore, it will be obvious that even if relays 180DR, 
120DR and 75DR were simultaneously energized, a ?ash 
ing red aspect will be displayed. It will be seen, there 
fore, that whenever the resonant relays are falsely oper 
ated to thereby energize their associated decoding relays, 
red lamp R of signal 18 will become energized in series 
with ?asher device F to provide a ?ashing red aspect. In 
this manner the enginemen controlling approaching trains 
will be given sufficient warning of a fault in the equipment. 

It will be clear that although I have herein described 
my novel railway tra?ic control apparatus in conjunction 
with a wayside signal and a direct current coded track 
circuit the system will operate just as effectively where 
coded alternating current is employed and where cab 
signals are employed in place of or in conjunction with 
the wayside signals. 

Although I have herein shown and described only three 
forms of my novel railway traf?c control apparatus, it 
will be understood that various changes and modi?cations 
may be made therein within the scope of the appended 
claims without departing from the spirit and scope of my 
invention. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
1. In a coded railway signaling system in which energy 

of a distinct code rate is supplied to the system to corre- 
spond with each of several distinct tra?ic conditions, a 
?rst relay which normally becomes energized only when 
a ?rst of said tra?ic conditions exists, a second relay’ 
which normally becomes energized only when a second. 
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of said trat?c conditions exists, a signal which may dis-_ 
play proceed, approach and warning aspects, respectively, 
circuit means for causing said signal to display its proceed 
aspect closed when said ?rst relay is‘ energized and said‘ 
second relay is deenergized, circuit means for causing said? 
signal to displayits approach aspect closed when said 
?rst relay is deenergized and said second relay is ener— 
gized, and circuit means for causing said signal to display 
its warning aspect closed when said ?rst and second’ re- 
lays are both energized.“ ‘ , . r V l A. .v 

2. In combination, a stretch of railway. track ‘divided 
by insulated joints toform' a track section,.a source of, 
energy located at one end of said section; means for cod 
ing energy supplied'by said source to said section at ?rst, 
second and third code rates in response 'to' traf?c c'ondi- 1 
tions along said stretch, a code following track 'relay 
located at the other end of said section,r?rst, secondand 
third sets of mechanically resonant contacts which oper 
ate when and only when said track relay is operating at 
said ?rst, second and third code rates, respectivelyj?rst, 
second and third code detecting .,relays associated with, 
said ?rst, second and third sets of mechanically resonant 
contacts, circuit means for energizing said code detect 
ing relays etfective when and only when the associated 
set of mechanically resonant contacts is operating, a color 
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12 
light signallh'aving ?rst, second, third and fourth lamps 
for displaying proceed, approach medium, approach and 
stop aspects,‘ respectively, circuit means for energizing 
said ?rst lamp closed when‘said ?rst code detecting relay 

~ is_en'ergized and said second and third code detecting re 
lays are deenergized,lcircuit means for energizing said‘ 
second lamp closed when said ?rst and third code detect 
ing relays are deenergized and said second code detect 
ing relay is energized, circuit means for energizing said 
third lamp closed when said ?rst and second code detect 
ing relays are deenergized and said third code detecting 
relay is energized, circuit means for energizing said fourth , 
lamp closed when all said code detecting relays are de 
energized, a ?asher device, and circuit means for ener 
gizing said ?asher device in series with one of said lamps 
to thereby produce a ?ashing warning signal closed when 
at least any two of said code detecting relays are energized. 
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